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Come meet some of the most renowned experts in
the babywearing field.
Dr. med Ewald Fettweis from Germany. Pediatric orthopedic surgeon and babywearing hip expert.
Sharon Heller, Ph.D. Author of “The Vital
Touch.” Expert in baby’s emotional needs and sensory integration disorder.
Janet Summit, expert in communicating. Knowing
threatening language will open our eyes as to how
often we really use it without recognizing it.
Dr. Jeremy Gibbons, expert in posture and prevention. What is a good position for baby in order
to support your posture to prevent undo stress.

Register at
www.babywearinginstitute.com
in the webshop.
$69 before April 1st, 2013, $120
after April 1st, 2013
Babywearing InstituteTaking Babywearing
education to a new level!
Come and learn from the
best and truest expert in
their respective fields. You do
not want to miss this
educational experience,
register now.
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